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Dear SirsA4esdames: 

The Center for Community Change appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the 
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding the Community Reinvestment Act 
(ANPR). The ANPR raises a series of important questions about the current rules. Our response 
to these questions and other issues we believe are important are discussed below. 

The Center for Community Change (CCC or the Center) is a national, not-for-profit 
organization, with offrces in Washington, D.C., San Francisco and Los Angeles, that specializes 
in providmg technical assistance and training to community-based or&mizations seeking to 
improve the conditions of low-income and predominately minority communities. CCC’s history 
with CRA is a long one. Our staff was there at the big process for CRA, providing input 
and guidance in the drafting of the statute, and for companion laws, such as the Home Mortgage 
Disclosure Act @&IDA). Since then, we have been a leading source of advice and assistance on 
CRA to local groups in urban and rural areas. 

CRA has been a critically important law for older urban and underserved rural communities. 
The law recognized the importance of private sector lending and investment to the health and 
well-being of these communities. CRA also has helped to curb redlining, the once-common 
practice whereby lenders shunned low and moderate-income and minority communities and 

. . . . . Rv all v 
a difference. The U.S. Treasury Department’s CRA study found that institutions covered by the 
Act had a higher level of lending in low and moderate-income communities than institutions that 
were not examined under the statute. 

The 1995 changes to the CRA rules received broad support from community groups and lenders 
alike. The increased emphasis of these revised rules on performance was applauded by all 
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stakeholders and has helped to spur new lending activity to underserved areas. This progress 
must continue and should be the primary consideration for the review of the rule currently 
underway. 

Accordingly, key points addressed by our comments are as follows: 

. 

. 

. 

On the whole, the current regulatory framework appears to be working. The three-pronged 
large bank exam, with its emphasis on lending performance and quantitative measures should 
be maintained. CRA is first and foremost a lending law and the rules should reflect this 
emphasis. Thus, the rules should not be revised to provide more weight to the two other tests 
(investment and service). 

More needs to be done through the CRA exam to discourage the rapid rise in predatory and 
high-cost lending, and to encourage lenders to make as many prime loans as possible and 
provide mainstream banking services to underserved areas. The CRA rules should also 
encourage lenders to expand options for borrowers who may qualify for a prime loan, were 
that option available. 

The CRA rules must be modernized to reflect changes in the way financial services are now 
being provided to consumers. Rules governing assessment areas must take into account not 
just the physical locations of Internet and other non-traditional banks, which may be limited. 
They should also encompass markets served by these institutions through electronic means or 
alternative delivery systems. 

CRA ratings must do a better job of taking into account the performance of large lenders in 
small and less populated rural market areas. Too much emphasis is currently placed on large 
urban centers, providing too little incentive for large multi-state banks to make every effort to 
ensure that these areas are being adequately served. 

More attention should be given to the CRA process. Outside contacts with interested parties 
as part of CRA exams should be increased, especially for small bank exams. More and better 
information should be provided through CRA Performance Evahtations to enable the public 
to better compare the records of their local lenders. 

The current $250 million asset threshold for banks qualifying for the streamlined exam 
should be maintained. Most lenders already qualify for this truncated procedure; permitting 
additional banks would particularly provide non-metropolitan areas with much less 
information about how their local institutions are performing. 
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